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Introduction
Much of New Zealand's basic commercial law is derived from 19th
century English law; both common law and consolidating statutes. I When
this law was made the only forms of electronically generated
communications were the telegraph and the telephone: the Bell Telephone
Company itselfnot being foundeduntil 1877. Over a century later, in 1987,
one finds an article in the New Zealand Law Journal entitled The Process
of the Courts: The slowing effect of electronic devices, in which Charles
Hutchinson QC lamented
"It would appear that the modem world is being plagued by the over use of electronic devices
such as the photostatic copies of cases, computers and word processing machines, ........"'

The comments of Charles Hutchinson QC are cited not so much for
their direct applicability to the theme of that particular article (ie that
information produced in an undigested form was rarely of assistance to
the court) but, rather, to show the extent to which technology has moved
only in the last twelve years. Now, it is possible to communicate directly
in an almost instantaneous fashion with anyone in the world through the
use of the Internet3 and the World Wide Web.4
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The Internet (as it IS now known) was developed by the United States Defense Department in the
early 1970s. It was then known as ARPANET (Advanced Research Projects Agency Network).
It was deslgned to provide communications which would not be disrupted even in the event of a
major emergency. Computers were interconnected so that each computer in the network was
connected to each other computer. Electronic messages could be sent fromA to B directly or via
any other computer or computers in the network. If part of the network became unoperational,
the message would arrive at its destination regardless via an alternative route. The second feature
is that the messages are now sent as a single stream of data. Rather they are divided into discrete
"packets" that are sent separately and reassembled by the recipient computer. Each packet may
take a different route to the destination in order to avoid congestion. The Internet is identical to
the ARPANET In its operation with the major difference being that while the APARNET consisted
of approximately 40 computers, there are now literally millions of inter-connected computers any
ofwhich can communicate freely with the others: generally, see Gringras, The Laws ofthe Internet
(Buttenvorths, London, 1997) at page 3.
The technology that makes the Internet usable by other than specialists IS the World Wide Web
(www). Thi& a system of linking text, graphics, sound and Gideo on computers spread across
the globe. The basic technology of the web was created to assist physicists keep track of all data
generated by their experiments. At the heart of the technology is a programming language, HTML,
which allows a phrase or graphic in one document to be linked to another document anywhere on
the global Internet. Web sltes are being used to provlde information about particular companies
or their products; other web sites are being used to sell goods directly over the Internet in a form
of electronic mail order: see, generally, Gringas, op cit, at p 388.
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The ability for both businesses and consumers to access products
through the Internet renders it necessary to reconsider fundamental
principles of business law by asking what, if any, changes ought to be
made to the law to facilitate trade on an electronic basis.
It has been estimated that business to business commerce over the
Internet (consisting of parts and supplies ordering, financial services and
the like) may reach $US8 billion this year: ten times the 1996 total.5 While
it is not possible to vouchsafe the accuracy of the estimated value of hture
electronic commerce, it is plain that there are many advantages to business
by trading through electronic means rather than through a paper based
regime. The business benefits are summarised by Viehland6as being lower
information transfer costs, lower procurement costs, reduced inventory
costs, product customisation, ability to conduct business with distant
partners in the same way as with neighbouring partners and increasing
operational efficiency.
The law New Zealand inherited from the common law of England at
the turn of the last century was designed to facilitate paper based
transactions. At the eve of the 2 1st century the question is whether the
legal infrastructure which has served the common law so well in respect
of paper based transactions is, without reform, sufficient to meet the needs
of those who wish to engage in trade through electronic means.

Role of the Law Commission
The New Zealand Law Commission was established by the Law
Commission Act 1985. Included among its principal functions are the
responsibility to make recommendations for the reform and development
of the law of New Zealand7 and the requirement to advise the Minister of
Justice on ways in which the law of New Zealand can be made as
. ~ latter function
understandable and as accessible as p r a c t i ~ a b l e The
includes an educational (as well as a traditional law reform) f ~ n c t i o n . ~
The Law Commission has a respectable pedigree in relation to its support
of uniform statutes to facilitate international trade: in particular, reference
is made to the reports which preceded the enactment of the Sale of Goods
(United Nations Convention) Act 1994 and the Arbitration Act 1996.l o
The proposed work of the Commission on electronic commerce builds on
that foundation.
The approach which the Law Commission takes in deciding to embark
upon a particular project is neatly summarised by the Common Law Team
of the Law Reform Commission of England and Wales." First, the
Commission must be satisfied that there is something wrong with the law,
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in particular that it is unfair or inefficient; second, the Commission must
bc satisfied that there arc acceptable legislative solutions that would remedy
any dcficicncie~.'~
Accordingly, the Commission has approached issues
raiscd by clectronic commcrce by asking itself those questions. The
Cornmission is satistied that undesirable uncertainty might arise in the
application of the law of contract and the law of evidence to commerce
conducted by clcctronic means and, therefore, has decided to embark on a
project to consider ways in which the law can be improved to remove
avoidable uncertainty.
The Commission has also decided that its work on electronic commerce
will be part of a widcr review of the law relating to international trade.
This has some immediate consequences. First, the rcvicw will be limited
to commercial transactions betwccn parties which are both engaged in
commerce. This means that issues relating to consumer commcrce over
the Internet will not be addressed at this stage.I3The second consequcnce
is that domestic business transactions will not be considered discretely.
The Commission will consider whether its work in the international tradc
arena should bc followcd by a subsequent report ~ndicatingthe extent (if
any) to which further amendments to the law are requircd to facilitate
electronic commerce on a domestic basis. Obviously, somc changes to the
law to facilitate international elcctronic commerce will be equally
applicable to domcstic commerce.
The report on clectronic commerce is the tirst on international tradc
issues to be released. It will be followcd by a discrete report which will
consider whcthcr the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Bordcr
I n s ~ l v e n c y should
'~
be enacted in New Zealand. Subsequently, the
Commission will consider whether any reform is necessary to accommodate
purely domcstic clectronic commerce. Finally, thc Commission will
consider othcr international trade issues arising out of othcr United Nations'
reports and Modcl Laws to which New Zealand has not yet subscribed.
These will include, but not be limited to, considcration of whether Ncw
Zealand should adopt various Conventions on the recognition of foreign
judgments and consideration of issues of fomnz in this c ~ n t c x t . The
'~
Commission is pleased that it will be working closely with the Ministry of
Commcrcc on both of these projects. It gratefully acknowledges the
assistance of the Ministry.
I2 l b ~ dpara 1.2 at page 1.
13 The Ministl-y of C'onsumcr Affairs IS currc~itlylookmg at clcctron~ccommerce and consulncr
law: Elccri.onic C'ornmr,r-c,c,rrrrtl lhc, NCW Zot.i~lc~nd
( ' o ~ l ~ ~I.ssLI('.~
~ n i ~crticl
~ iSi~crt(~~qi(,.~
~~
f o r iht, b'ldt~ln,
(di.;cusslon paper, Aug~lst1997. ISBN 0-478-0001h-2. Minlstry ofConsun~crA f i ~ i r sWellington;
,
http//www.rnoc.govt.n~/~ncaj.
Kcfcrcncc 1s also made to the seminar Elc~./tv)rric.C'otir~?~(~n~e
crrlrl
/h(,Nc.11,Z(,ulir,id C'orr.slritre~held on 23. 24 and 25 Miirch 1OC)8In Wellington w h ~ c hwas endorsed
by the M~nistryofC:onsumcr Affairs
14 I'or the text ol'thls Model Law. sce It~ior~c~tiot~erl
I.c,,qrl Merfcncrls, Vol 30. No 5 , Scptcmbcr I997
at pp 13x8 el seq. See also the inlroductory note by Harold Rurmnn and .lay I.acvrcncc Wcstbrook.
I5 Matters to be dihcussed in the second part of the prqcct w111 ~ncludethe IJnltcd Nations C'onvcntion
on lndcpcndent Ciuarantecs and Stand-by Lctrers o f C'rcd~t, UNC'I I'KAL Modcl Law on
Intcniational Credit T r a n s t r \ , Unt~cdNatlons Convcntlon on Intcrnat~onnlU~llsof Fxchangc
and Intcmatlonal Pn)nussory Notes, the poss~hleadopt~onol'thc Rrusscls 1.11pllnoand San Sehastian
C'onvent~ons(scc al\o Au.;tr:~l~nnLaw Kcform ('ommiss~on Report N o . X O l.cgu1 Ki.tX in
Iilfcrncrl~orltrlTr-cm.suctrorr.vat pages 22 1 ct seqj :md the IJNCITRAI. Modcl Law o n Insolvency.
the case ofthc latter the qucstion w ~ l be
l whcther tile I larnhurg Rules arc more su~ted(o clectron~c
commerce than the amended Hacue Kulcs currcntlv enslirmed In thc 5th Schedule lo Ihc Mar~tinlc
Transport Act 1994, scc In pal-t~cular,s 200.
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Once the Commission has completed these projects a wider question
can be addressed. That question can be stated as follows: whether the
developing trend of adoption, by countries reliant upon international trade,
of uniform statutes recommended by organisations such as UNCITRAL,
can truly be regarded as a modem transnational lex rnereat~ria.'~
This is
an issue which must be addressed because of the global nature of the
Internet. The law applicable to Internet transactions (which, itself, is likely
to build on the Conventions and Model Laws to which I have referred)
may well turn on international trade custom rather than national 1egisl:tion.
In this regard, it is sometimes said that a search for the "proper law of a
contract on conflict of law principles "is out of touch with the realities of
modern international trade; and that what is needed is not a particular
national system of law, but a modem law merchant. Such a law, it is argued,
would meet the requirements of international commerce in much the same
way as the lex meyeatoria met the requirements of traders living under the
Roman Empire; or as enactments of customary law (such as the celebrated
Consulato del Mare) met the needs of sailors and merchants in the
Mediterranean in the fourteenth century.""
While much of this is for another day, the Commission intends to provide
input into the development principles of law and to ensure that New Zealand
derives benefit from the overseas' research that is being done.
The Commission proposes to release a Preliminary Paper on Electronic
Commerce by AugustiSeptember 1998.
The United Nations' Work
The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law
(UNCITRAL) has produced a Model Law on Electronic Commerce which
was approved by the General Assembly of the United Nations on 16
December 1996.18The Model Law is divided into two parts; the first deals
with electronic commerce generally while the second deals with electronic
commerce in specific areas (carriage of goods and transport

16 Although the notion of a general 1e.x mercarorla has been d~sownedby the common law in recent
times the suggestion is not althout good authority. In Luke 1 , Lyle (1759) 2 Burr 822.97 ER 611
Lord Mansfield noted. in rclatioii to a marltime case that it "was des~rousto have a case made of
it. in order to settle the point more del~berately,solenlnly and notor~ously;as it was of so extensice
a nature: and especially as the Marltime La\\ is not the law of a particular countly, but the
general law of nations: ..." Lord Mansfield then referred to a quotatlon from C~cero,De Repuhlzcu
3 22.33. "nor 1~111it be one law at Rome and a different one at Athens. nor otherwise tomorrow
than ~tIS today: but one and the same law \ \ . ~ l lb ~ n dall peoples and all ages." As Hon Just~ceSir
~
Lait, Co~t~rnl.~.srorz
b Work the Shaping
Kenneth Keith obsened in his recent paper T ! I Ii~terr~attonczl
oflnterrrut~onalLubt. (Unpublished. Colloquium on Progressl~eDe\'elopinent and Codification
of International La\r. New York. October 1997): "[Lord Mansfield] was not agreelng w ~ t hC~cero
that the la\\ \\as unchanging but he was saying that we must concentrate on the essence of our
time and understand present conditions and future needs. The dlctates of cominon sense should
be heard in the language of recorded experience." See also the approach of the Prl\ y Council in
Re Pirzlcy Jure Ge~ztiltn?[I9341 AC 586 at 588-589 per Lord Sankey LC and Dame Rosalyn
Higg~nsProh1cnr.c arid Prure.ss - Ir~ternut~or~cli
Lalv aizd Holy we Lse It (Oxford University Press.
1994).
17 Redfeni & Hunter. Tire LUIVand Pructlce o f l ~ z t e r n u t ~ o Cot~~~?~erclalA~hrtrution
~~al
(2nd ed, 1991.
Sweet & Maxwell London) at pp 11 7- 12 I : see also, generally Sir M~chaelMust~ll.The hre1t.Le.x
C%.rctzrorln T!le Fzrst fit.cv~tl.-Five&urs ( 1 988) 4 Arbitrat~onInternational 86. In that scholarly
paper Lord Mustill (as he now is) put forward a list of 20 pr~nclplesas constituting a modern 1e.x
n~erc,cztor,ru
from 25 years of international arbitration: see Redfem & Hunter (op c ~ t ) . p120. fn 73.
I8 UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Co~nmercewith Gulde to Enactment 1996: approved by
General Assembly Resolutloii 5 1: 162 of 16 December 1996.
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documentation).'" In discussing the issues raised in debate the Guide to
Enactment states:
"It was observed that the Modcl Law should permit States to adapt thcir domestic legislation
to developments in communications technology applicable to trade law without necessitating
the wholcsalc removal of the paper based requircmcnts themselves or disturbing the legal
concepts and approaches underlying thosc requirements. At the same time it was said that
the electronic fulfilment of writing requirements might, in some cases, necessitate the
development of new rules. This was due to one of the many distinctions between ED1
[clcctronic date intcrchangc] mcssages and paper based documents, namely, that the latter
were readable by the human eye, while tlic former wcre not so readable unless reduced to
paper or displayed on a screen.""'

The UNCITRAL Model Law relies upon the "functional cquivalent
approa~h".~'
This "functional equivalent approach" is
..... bascd on an analysis of thc purposes and functions of the traditional papcr bascd
requircmcnt with a view to determining how thosc purposcs or functions could be fulfilled
through electronic commerce techniques. For cxamplc, among the functions served by a
papcr document arc the following: to providc that a documcnt will be legible by all; to
provide that a documcnt would remain unaltered over timc; to allow for the reproduction
of a document so that each party would hold a copy of the same data; to allow for
authentication of data by means of a signature; and to providc that a document would bc in
a form acceptable to public authorities and courts. ... However, the adoption of thc functional
equivalent approach should not result in imposing on users of electronic commerce more
stringent standards of security (and thc rclated costs) than in a papcr based environment.""
"

Further, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(through the United Nations Trade Point Development Centre [UNTPDC]
based in Melbourne, Australia) has been involved in development of a
secure technical infrastructure for electronic commerce. Discussions have
now been commenced on a legal infrastructure to support the technical
structure it has developed. The Commission has been in contact with the
UNTPDC and hopes to be involved in consultation designed to build on
the principles encapsulated in the UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic
Commerce.

The Commission's objectives
The Commission has identified as an objcctive of its work the need to
ensure that business efficiency is enhanced by ensuring that the law keeps
apace with technology rather than being reactive to it. With that objective
in mind the Commission has developed four principles which it proposes
to follow in determining whether legislation is required to create a legal
infrastructure for electronic commerce.
The Commission sees its work on electronic commerce and other
international trade issues as being no more than an initial study of the
more general, and difficult, issues that arise. Wider issues include the need
to balance rights of privacy and desires for business confidentiality against
the State's interests in law enforcement and national security. Those issues
must await resolution once a legal framework has been put in place to
enable business to conduct commercial activities by electronic as well as
papcr based means without undue risk or additional compliance costs.
The work of the Commission in this first phase should provide the ground
I9 Ibid, para I I at pages I X- 10
20 Ibid, para 15, at page 20.
2 1 Ib~d,para 15 a t pagc 20
22 lb~dpara I6 at pagcs 20-2 1.

work for more detailed recommendations in the future. Liaison with other
international bodies will also assist in ensuring compatibility of approach
with our major trading partners.

Guiding Principles
Generally speaking, the guiding principles identified by the Commission
follow the themes which underpin the UNCITRAL Model Law and are
consistent with policy statements which have been released since December
1996 in other jurisdiction^.?^
So far as the stated objective (to increase business efficiency by ensuring
that the law keeps apace with technology rather than being reactive to it)
is concerned it is important to remember that, electronic commerce will
be transacted by parties who also participate in traditional paper based
systems. Because the Internet is based on a technology made up of bits
rather than atoms many historical barriers of time and distance disappear.
There are also potential benefits for buyers and sellers to find each other
within a global market without costs involved in marketing. However, if
electronic commerce is to result in true savings to business it must be both
sufficiently secure and sufficiently adaptable to meet the needs ofbusinesses
which currently trade in the paper based environment. This entails
merchants trading with each other having the ability to carry out other
functions (such as documentation for shipping of physical goods by air,
sea or road, insuring of risk and completion of financial settlements) through
the same electronic system. A fully integrated electronic commerce system
will require Government regulatory bodies to provide and accept certificates
and other "documentation" in electronic form to facilitate trade. There is
already a facility to transact business electronically through the Ministry
of Customs. The Inland Revenue Department is also moving to an
electronically based system. A coherent regime is required to ensure that
all of these various aspects of trade can blend together in electronic form
to produce a wholesome product.
To enhance business efficiency, the need for a coherent regime can be
met through a legal infrastructure andlor contractual arrangements. The
following guiding principles should assist in determining the extent to
which a legislated framework is required:

23 For example, '4 Fron7en.ork for Global Electronrc Co171nlerc.e( A policy statement ~ssuedby
Pres~dentClinton and Vice-Pres~dentGore by the White House, Washington D C on 1 July 1997).
a Etrropean Initiatrve in Elecrron~cConzi?rerce(a Cornnlun~cat~on
to the European Parliament, the
Council, the Econom~cand Social Committee and the Committee ofthe Regions, 15 April 1997).
the American Law Inst~tuteand National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Lams,
Revision yf L'nifonn Commercinl Code. .4rticle 2 - Sales (Draft, 1997). the Uniform Law
Conference Canada's Consultatioiz Paper on a Proposed C'nifivirrElectronrc Evrdeilce Act (March
1997) Standards Australia's Str~~tegles
for the Inzplementutrorr of'Public Key Atrthenticat~oil
Fra~nen.ork(PKAF) in A~tsiraha(1996), Electi-orlrc Comnrerce. Clrttiirg Cjher.tirpe - Buildn~g
B~rsinea.5(Corporate Law Economic Reform Program. Comnlonwealth ofAustralia, Report No 5.
1997) and thc report produced for the French Ministne de I'econom~cdes Finances et de L'industr~e.
Electronrc Coirnrieire; A new Facror,for Cons~mnzers.Cor~rpan~es,
Citlzens and Government (1998).
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I To ensure that business people can choose whether to do business
through the use ofpaper documentation or by electronic means without
any avoidable uncertainty arising out of the use of electronic means of
communication.
As the Guide to Enactment of the UNCITRAL Model Law r e c ~ g n i s e s ~ ~
it is not a matter of electronic communications replacing paper based
methods of doing business - rather, it is a matter of enabling businesses
to choose which of the systems they wish to use. (A different principle
may well apply if electronic systems are given legislative approval in order
to replace existing paper based systems.25If an electronic regime is
mandated by legislation it can be argued cogently that Government should
assume a responsibility to ensure that the electronic system is no less safe
and secure than the paper based system26;or, possibly more precisely, that
mechanisms are put in place to ensure that market participants will not be
disadvantaged by the removal of the right to trade through paper based
systems.)
Subject to that one (possible) qualification, the principle of choice
remains paramount. The principle of choice is entirely compatible with
legislation designed to achieve avoidable uncertainty to businesses which
wish to do business by electronic means.
Emphasis must also be placed upon the stated objective of ensuring
that "avoidable uncertainty ' does not arise out of the use of electronic
means of communication. The word "avoidable" has been deliberately
chosen. There is as tendency to seek standards of security from electronic
forms of communications which are, in fact, higher than those demanded
from paper documentation. Risks are inherent in doing business. There is
always a risk that a paper document will be forged or that a facsimile sent
to accept an offer will not be received. Thus, the emphasis should be on
ensuring that "avoidable uncertainty" is removed while accepting that there
will always be some unavoidable uncertainties in the business process.
There are also compliance cost issues inherent in this guiding principle.
Businesses (particularly the small and medium sized enterprises which
may benefit the most from electronic commerce2') may be dissuaded from
using electronic communication because of avoidable uncertainties in the
law and the likely cost of litigating (in both direct terms and in opportunity
costs) if problems arise. Elimination of avoidable uncertainties in this way
will help the growth of the electronic medium as a means of doing trade.

24 UNCITRAL Model Law Guide to Enactment para 15, page 20.
25 Eg the proposed changes to the method by which shares can be transferred under the upgraded
FASTER (Fully Automated Screen Tradlng and Electronic Registration) system whlch are required
to be effected through Order in Council: see Securities Transfer Act 1996, s 7.
26 Submissions of New Zealand Law Society's Commercial and Business Law Committee on
proposed changes to the FASTER System: 23 October 1997.
27 As to the impact of small and medium sized businesses on the New Zealand economy see Cameron,
Massey and Tweed .Vew Zealand Small Bus~nesses- A R e v ~ e w(1997) Chartered Accountants
Journal (October 1997) 4-5.

2 To ensure that.fkndamenta1principles underlying the law of'contract
and tort remain untouched save to the extent that adaptation is required
to meet the needs of'electronic commerce.
The law of contract has developed over the centuries to meet the needs
of the people whom it serves. Similarly, the law of torts has developed to
govern relationships where no contractual obligations exist.2xFundamental
principles encompass the elements of contractual or tortious causes of
action.
An example of the versatility of the common law to adapt to meet
changing circumstances is the development of the principles which underlie
the law of agency. The law of agency will need careful consideration in
the context of the role and responsibilities of Internet providers when
business is transacted through the Internet.
Many of these principles will adapt neatly to the electronic environment.
Accordingly, the Commission takes the view that existing law should be
adapted (rather than fundamentally reformed) to recognise two distinct
imperatives: first, as set out in the first principle, that parties should be
free to choose the mcdium by which they do business: and second, that the
concepts evolved through the common law to meet the needs of traders
should remain with only minimum necessary modifications to ensure that
the law does not discriminate against those who choose to trade through
electronic means.'"
I will return to deal with some concrete examples of the way in which
the law might be adapted to clarify contractual obligations and evidential
requirements.
3 To ensure that an-y laws which are enacted to adapt the law ofcontract
or the lanl of torts to the use of'electmnic comnzerce are expressed in a
technolo~icallvneutl-a1 manner so that changes to the law are not
restricted to existing technology and can apply equally to technology yet
to he invented.
Technology has advanced so quickly over thc last fifteen or so years
that adherence to this principle will be a real challenge. Howcver, it should
be possible to draft law in such a way as to meet evidential requirements.
An attempt has already been made in the UNCITRAL Model Law to draft
a provision which will encompass further technological advances.
Reference is made in particular to the following extract from the
UNCITRAL Model Law Guide to Enactment:
"Thc approach uscd in the Model Law is to provide in principle for the coverage of all
factual situations where information is generated. stored or communicated, irrespective of
the mcdium on which such information may be affixed. It was felt during the preparation
of the Model Law that exclusion of any form or rnediuin by way o f a limitation in thc scope
of the Model Law might result in practical difficulties and would run counter to thc purpose
of providing truly "media -neutralm rules. Howcver the focus of the Model Law is on
"paperless" means of communication and except to the extent expressly provided by the
Modcl Law, the Model law is not intended to alter traditional rules on paper based
communications.""'

28 Gcncrally, see Gringras, Tlzr L a ~ : soj'rlze Iizternct (Bullcrworlhs, Idondon, 1977). In part~cularscc
chapters 2 (contract) and 4 (tort).
29 This is consistent with the "non-discrim~nation"princ~pleunderlying Ar(. 5 of the UNCITRAL
Model Law; scc also para 46 of the G ~ l i d c10 Et~(lctrnt'nt.
30 UNCITRAL Model Law Czczdc to Erznc./men/ para 24.
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Thus, the Model Law adopts the term "data message" in order to capture
all forms of electronic communication, present and future. 3'
In May 1994 the Law Commission released Preliminary Paper No 22
Evidence Law: Documentary Evidence and Judicial Notice: A Discussion
Paper. That Preliminary Paper was released as part of the Commission's
evidence reference the purpose of which is to make the law of evidence as
clear, simple and accessible as is practicable and to facilitate the fair, just,
speedy judicial resolution of disputes.32The Commission will release a
final report in April 1998 which will recommend the enactment of an
Evidence Code. The electronic commerce team within the Law Commission
is liaising closely with the evidence team to ensure that recommendations
are compatible.
4 To ensure compatibility between principles of domestic and private
international law as applied in New Zealand and those applied by our
major trading partners.
New Zealand is a small country. Although we are reliant upon export
earnings, we have no real control over the laws that may be enacted by our
major trading partners. There is no point whatsoever in New Zealand having
(at least in our own minds) the best laws in the world to deal with the
issues arising out of electronic commerce. Any laws which are
recommended must be compatible with principles of private international
law which will, in any event, regulate the law by which the contract will
be governed. Generally, there is no clear distinction in principle, so far as
choice of law is concerned, between contracts entered into electronically
or on paper. One possible exception is in the area of contract formation.
While a contract formed by exchange of e-mail will appear instantaneous
the reality is that the communication has passed through Internet providers
of the parties to the communication. Sometimes the Internet provider is
located in a different country to the person who sends or receives the
message. Thus, it may be necessary to clarify the law to provide a
presumptive rule as to applicable law which ignores the jurisdiction in
which the Internet provider happens to be located.
In addition, many of our major trading partners have already been
involved in initiatives through the United Nations which may lead to
common standards (both in terms of technology and in terms of law).
Reference is made in particular to the UNCITRAL Model Law on
Electronic Commerce and to the work undertaken by the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development to devise a secure electronic
commerce environment. The Commission intends to work closely with
representatives of the United Nations to ensure compatibility of approach.
Adaptation? Some examples.
What type of adaptations might be expected in any recommendations
that may be made for a legal infrastructure for electronic commerce?

3 1 UNCITRAL Model Law, Art 1 and Art 2(a), defines "data messages" as "information generated,
sent, received or stored by electronic. optical or sim~larmeans ~ncluding,but not limited to,
electronic data interchange (EDI), electronic mail, telegram, telex or telecopy" See also paras
24-28 on the Guzde to Ettacrment
32 NZLC PP 22, Preface.
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The following examples are given in order to provide guidance on the
issues to be addressed:
(a) Formation of a Contract: How should the law deal with issues of
offer and acceptance when a contract is concluded through
electronically generated material? In particular:
(i) At what point is consensus reached? This is important if an offer
is withdrawn;
(ii) Should the postal acceptance rule apply or not?
The postal acceptance rule has been firmly embedded in the common
law at least since 181 833and is based largely on practical
convenience: see re Imperial Land Co ofMarseilles ( H a r r i s ' C a ~ e ) ~ ~
and Household Fire & Carriage Accident Insurance Co Ltd v
Grant.35The rule applies when an acceptance of an offer is
communicated by post or by telegram so that acceptance is complete
at the time that the acceptance is placed in the hands of the Post
Office
The Sale of Goods (United Nations Convention) Act 1994 creates a
presumptive regime in respect of international contracts for the sale
of goods in the same way that a presumptive regime is created by
the Sale of Goods Act 1908 in respect of domestic transactions. Part
I1 of the Schedule to the Sale of Goods (United Nations Convention)
Act 1994 deals with issues concerning the formation of a contract.
In particular, Art 15 states:
(1)

(2)

An offer becomes effective when it reaches the offeree.
An offer, even if it is revocable, may be withdrawn if the withdrawal reaches
the offeree before or at the same time as the offer."

Article 24 of the Schedule makes it clear that an offer, declaration
of acceptance or any other indication of intention "reaches" the
addressee when (a) it is made orally to him or her or (b) delivered
by any other means personally to that person's place of business or
mailing address or, in the absence of a place of business or mailing
address, to his or her habitual residence. This approach as to the
time at which an offer is accepted is endorsed by the UNCITRAL
Model Law on Electronic Commerce."

33 Adums v L~nd.~e11(1818)
1B & Ald 681; 106 ER 250. See also Laws NZ, Contract paras 46 and
47.
34 (1872) LR 7 Ch App 587 at 594 per Mellish LJ
35 (I 879) 4 ExD 216 at 223 per Thcsiger LJ
M b H 119831
36 Brlnkzbon Limited v Stahaa Stahl Und Stahlwarenhandelsaesellschaft
- 2 AC 34
(HL) at 41 per Lord ~ ~ l b e ; f o r c e .
37 UNCITRALModel Law on Electronic Commerce Art 14. Article 14 creates a presumptive regime
whereby, if there is no agreement that an acknowledgement of receipt must be given in a particular
form or by a particular method, an acknowledgement may be given by any communication by the
addressee (automated or otherwise) or any conduct of the addressee sufficient to indicate to the
originator that the data message has been received. Where a particular form of acknowledgement
has been required the data message is treated as though it had never been sent until such time as
the acknowledgement is rece~ved.
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Generally speaking, a contract involving the international sale of
goods will be governed by the Act of 1994. However, where the Act
does not apply it is arguable that the postal acceptance rule applies.
Although acceptances of contracts communicated by telex and
facsimile have been held not to be subject to the postal acceptance
rule,38an offer sent by e-mail may more nearly resemble an offer
sent through the post than an instantaneous offer made by means of
telephone or facsimile or telex. In the latter types of communications
contact is instantaneous and there is no "mail service" through which
the message is delivered. In the case of an e-mail, however, the
message is transported through providers which, in essence, act in
lieu of the postal service: the Internet provider being the "functional
equivalent ' of a postal service. The only difference is the relative
speed of an e-mail transaction as opposed to a postal t r a n s a ~ t i o n . ~ ~
Which view should prevail? Should the postal acceptance rule apply
or not in the absence of the applicability of the Sale of Goods (United
Nations Convention) Act 1994? It is most undesirable that there
should be any uncertainty over anything so fundamental as the point
at which a contract is legitimately entered into under our law. The
fact that sales of goods internationally may be covered, in the main,
by the 1994 Statute should not dictate an idle response to the question.
In any case, the 1994 Statute does not apply to the provision of
services, which is an area in which electronic communications may
bring great changes. The advent of products, such as computer
software, which may be delivered electronically raises new
challenges for traditional commercial law. When the purchaser buys
a licence to use software which is downloaded from the Internet,
has he or she bought "goods" or "services"?
38 For example. Entores Llrnited vMlles Far East Corporatzon [I9551 2 QB 327 (C) and Bvlnkibon
Lzrnzted v Stahag Srahl C'nd Stahl~~arenhandelsgesellscha~~M.b
H [I9831 2 AC 34 (HL) at 41 per
Lord Wilberforce. Whlle, in the Brznkibon case held that the postal acceptance rule did not apply
to communications by telex generally their Lordships did observe that in some telex
communicat~onsthe senders and recipients may not be the principals to the contemplated contract:
rather they may be servants or agents with limited authority. Further, the message may not, in
fact, reach the designated recipient Immediately; it may be sent out of office hours or at night on
the assumption that ~t would be read at a later time. Then Lordships took the view that no
universal rule could cover all such cases which fell to be resolved by reference to the intentions of
1I1cpanic., counJ. bus~ticisprilit~;: and. 111holnc iaiej. b!. 3 J L I J ~ I I ~3s
C It.)I I\\ Iherc. the r1ik.i %I~oLIILI
Ile: iee In paniatl.tr the abzcr\.~r~oni
st'l-srd \\'~lb:riorx 31 pncc 42. Lord Frahcr oiTull\ bcl1011
at pages 43-44 and Lord Brandon of Oakbrook at page 50. ~ o ' t hLord Russell of ill ow en and
Lord Bridge ofHarwich agreed wlth the speeches delivered by Lord Wilberforce and Lord Brandon
of Oakbrook. For a New Zealand case involv~ngfacsimiles see Designer Salads Ltd v Foodtown
Superntarkets Ltd (1990) 4 PRNZ 644 at 649-650 per Master Williams QC (as he then was).
39 In Brznkzbon Lzmited v Stahag Stahl C'nd StahlivarenhandelsgesellschaftM b.H [I9831 2 AC 34
(HL), Lord Fraser ofTullybelton at page 432 noted that "The posting rule IS based on cons~deratlons
of practical convenience arising from the delay that is inevitable in delivering a letter. But ~thas
been extended to apply to telegrams sent through the post office and in strict logic there is much
to be said for applying ~t also to telex messages sent by one business firm directly to another.
There is very little. ~fany. difference in the mechanics of transmiss~onbetween a private telex
from one business office to another and a telegram sent through the post office - especially one
sent from one large city to another. Even the element of delay wlll not be greatly different in the
typical case where the operator of the reclplent's telex is a clerk with no authority to conclude
contracts, who has to hand ~tto hls principal. In such a case a telex message is not in fact received
mstantaneously by the respons~bleprlnclpal." Having made those observations however, Lord
Fraser took the vten that acceptance sent by telex should be treated as if it were an instantaneous
communication on the authority ofEntores vMiles Far East Corporation [I9551 2QB 327 which,
hls Lordship observed. "seems to have worked without leading to serious difficulty or complamt
from the business community."

(b)Pluce whem Contract made: If I take a portable computer with me
overseas and I send an ordcr by e-mail from Canada (or even from
my seat in an aeroplane abovc the Pacific Ocean) to a trader in
Chile what law prevails? Where is the contract made? Does the fact
that my Internet provider may be in New Zealand alter the answer?
Would the answer be diffcrent if any of the countries involved were
not parties to the United Nations Convcntion enacted by the 1994
New Zealand statute? All of these questions have relevance to the
issue of private international law as to thc law which governs the
contract in the absence of agrecment to thc contrary.
(c) Evidence: How should the law deal with concepts such as "writing"
"signature" and "original" in the context of electronically generated
materials? Should the law be modified to cnsure that legal
recognition is given to technological equivalents for these concepts
(sometimes known as electronic handshakes) which are concerned
with evidential value based on authentic documentation and unique
characteristics? What rules should apply with regard to the admission
of "documents" generated digitally by a computer without human
intervention? What rights of access to computers should be given to
those engaged in litigation?
(d) Definitions: In an evidential sense it will be necessary to define
with precision what is and is not admissible in a Court for both civil
and criminal law purposes. It may also be necessary to define terms
to make clcar whcthcr electronic data interchange includes not only
data exchange carried purely by electronic means but also by partly
manual means. For example, when a magnetic disk containing
electronic messages is delivered by courier will the definition apply?
These definitions also need to be considered carefully in the context
of SWIFT (being the banking system's method of dealing with
electronic transactions) and the upgrade of FASTER (Fully
Automated Screen Trading and Electronic Registration) which has
been proposed by the New Zealand Stock Exchange as a system for
approving electronic transfers of shares.
Statutory definitions may also hinder electronic commerce. There
arc more than 6,000 statutory provisions in New Zealand requiring
something to be done "in writing". Some provisions require the
writing to be signed. While many of those provisio~lsdo not impact
upon trade some, nevertheless, do: a good example being the need
for a guarantee to be in writing signed by the party to be bound
thereby.J0
Is a digitally generated message "in writing" or does it become "in
writing" when printed out from a computer or read on a computer
screen? How is the requirement of a verifying signature to be
satisfied? How, if a deed is needed (pcrhaps, in the New Zealand

40 Contracts Enforccrnent Act 19.56. s 2( I )(d). Notc that thc Commission has revicwcd thc arguments
for and against this narticular rcauircment. and has tentativclv recommended that thc Contracts
Enforccmcnt Act be repoaled cnt~rcly Law C o m r n ~ s s ~ oRn ,e p c ~ of
~ l the ('ontrurlc Enforcement
A<t 1956 [NLL,C PP30, 19971
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context to avoid argument about consideration), is this to be done
electronically? Again the uncertainty of these basic issues
demonstrates the need to clarify the existing law to ensure that such
uncertainties are resolved.41
(e) Retention ofData Messages: If disputes arise it is necessary to prove
certain things. What are the minimum retention requirements for
electronic materials? What form should those requirements take?
In this context it should be noted that it may be possible for all
methods of retention to be deleted from computer programmes and
therefore it may be necessary to consider reversing the onus ofproof
where it can be shown that a document has been (deliberately or,
possibly, unintentionally) deleted from the computer system of the
party involved. Given the ability to rebuild certain data bases, even
after deletion, it may also be necessary to provide clear rules for
access to the harddrive itself in an attempt to rebuild information in
certain types of cases. Further, there must always be the further
analysis: are problems caused by electronic commerce in this context
unique? People do destroy or lose paper documents.
( f ) Authentication Stvuctures: Work has been carried out over the past
few years by the United Nations through the United Nations Trade
Point Development Centre in Melbourne (as part of the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development) with a view to
creating a secure environment in which traders can do business over
the Internet. Part of the work involves the use of public and private
keys designed to act as digital signatures. The whole issue of a digital
signature is something that is under the microscope in a number of
countries at present. Standards Australia has provided a lengthy
.~~
statutes have
report to the Commonwealth G ~ v e r n m e n tDistinct
been passed in several jurisdictions dealing specifically with digital
signat~res.~~
Proposals made overseas include establishment of Certification
Authorities to provide private key signatures to gain access to
messages intended to be confidential between the parties.
Cryptography is also an issue. There are problems caused by the
Government of the United States' reluctance to allow certain
encryption programmes to be sold offshore because of the law
enforcement and national security implications.
The United Nations Trade Point Development Centre proposals will
be identified in the Preliminary Paper which the Commission will
release. The Commission will raise for consideration the legal issues
that flow from them. These include whether Certification Authorities

41 An example of an attempt to clarify the meaning of the tcrm "writing" to include electronic data
can be found in the technologically neutral definition in CI. 28 of thc lntcrpretation Bill (not yet
enacted) wh~chfollows the recommendation of thc Law Commission in CI 19(1) of the draft
lnterprctation Act in NZLC R17(S) (A New lnterprctation Act: To Avoid "Prolixity and
Tautology").
42 Strategies for the Implementation o f u Pzrhlzc Key Authentication Frumework (PKAF) In Australla
(Standards Australia, Novcmbcr 1996, ISBN 0-7337-0802-1).
43 See, for cxample, the Digital Signature Act 1997 (Utah), the Digital S~gnatureAct 1997 (Malaysia)
and the Dig~talS~gnatureAct 1997 (Germany).

should be regulated, and if so, how; and the difficult issues of law
enforcement and national security that arise if the messages
themselves are allowed to be encrypted rather than the signatures
only.
Privacy issues are plainly of significance in this regard. Ultimately
it is necessary to balance rights of privacy and desires for business
confidentiality against the State's interests in law enforcement and
national security. For example, should the State have access to private
keys in any event because of the potential for insurgent groups to
order arms over the Internet? What rights of intervention should be
given for law enforcement purposes when there is a trade in drugs
or child pornography? All of these are difficult issues.
(g) Business Records: A number of statutes prescribe the way in which
business records should be kept. An example is s 194(3) Companies
Act 1993 which is expressed in technologically neutral language, ie
The accounting records must be kept
(a) In writtcn form and in English; or
(b) In a form or manner in which they are casily accessible and convcrtiblc into
English
-

Similar statutory provisions require review to ensure that they are
stated in technologically neutral language; and, indeed, to ensure
that they do not address only paper based records.
(h)Other issues: Issues relating to shipping documentation, tax
consequences and insurance issues also need to be considered. Again,
rather than address those matters in detail the Commission proposes
to identify the issues and to seek further submissions and comment
after the Preliminary Paper has becn published. In many cases
regulatory bodies or market groups may be better placed to
investigate the issues than the Law Commission. Those matters will
be considered further after receipt of submissions in response to the
Commission's Preliminary Paper.
Conclusion
The purpose of this paper has been to outline the issues which the
Commission intends to address in the near future. The Commission
welcomes input on these issues both before and after the publication of a
Preliminary Paper. This is indeed an exciting project. The opportunity exists
for New Zealand to put in place (in advance of compelling need) a lcgal
infrastructure to ensure that the potential of electronic commerce to defeat
the twin problems of distance and time can be maximised. Let us not let
the opportunity pass by.

